
Visiting 

DinoTrek 

      A Social Narrative 



Today we are going to visit DinoTrek at Nashville Zoo. 



I may have to wait in line to buy a ticket to DinoTrek and I may 

have to wait in line for my turn to enter.  This is Okay! 



I will see many life size models of dinosaurs along the trail. 



Some of the dinosaurs might be small... 



...and others might be really big. 



Some of the dinosaurs spray water.  If that bothers me, I can wait 

for the water to stop and quickly move past. 



Some of the dinosaurs will roar or make other sounds.  If I don’t 

like the sounds, I could cover my ears or use headphones. 



We can also go the DinoTrek Sensory Friendly Experience, where 

the dinosaurs won’t move, make noise or spray water  

and the music along the trail will be turned off. 



I will try to stay on the path and not touch any dinosaurs. 



Sometimes there might be a lot of people waiting to see a dinosaur.  

I can wait my turn to see the dinosaurs. 



Near the end of the trail is a swinging bridge.   

If I feel uncomfortable on the bridge, I can hold someone’s hand  

or hold the rail as I cross. 



If I don’t want to cross the bridge, I can ask someone in my group 

to walk out the way we came in. 



At the end of the trail, I will pass by the DinoTrek Gift Shop.           

I might see toys, books and other souvenirs for people to buy.         

I can ask someone in my group to visit the gift shop.  If there are    

a lot of people in the gift shop, it might be loud and crowded. 



After visiting DinoTrek I can go see the rest of 

 the Zoo if my group has time. 


